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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements is incorrect about a single
application?
A. The single application has no externally released API.
B. The single application can be a classic web three-tier
logical architecture.
C. Traditional J2EE applications are often single applications.
D. The single application is easier to deploy because it is a
deployment package.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In what profile can you change the number of background work
processes?
Choose the correct answer(s).
A. Default profile
B. Start profile
C. Instance profile
D. Background profile
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following SAPs can be used so that only untagged
frames and frames with a VLAN tag of 0 are accepted?
A. requires both sap 1/1/1:0 and sap 1/1/1:*
B. sap 1/1/1:0
C. sap 1/1/1:*
D. sap 1/1/1:0-4096
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which tool is helpful in obtaining Cisco Unified Personal
Communicator log files that can be sent to Cisco TAC for
troubleshooting assistance?
A. Cisco Unified Presence Viewer
B. Problem Reporting Tool
C. Cisco Unified RTMT
D. Cisco Unified Personal Communicator Viewer
E. Cisco Unified Presence System Troubleshooter
Answer: B
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